[Synchronization of the frequency of cardiovascular fatalities with physical time cues].
Investigations were carried out to correlate the frequency of cardiovascular catastrophes (daily mortality rate of patients with ischemic heart disease), heliogeomagnetic activity (solar radiation in the wave band 10.7 cm, H, D and Z components of the geomagnetic field), synchronization and desynchronization of circaseptidian rhythms, and total number of cardiovascular catastrophes in different seasons. The raw data sets were treated with due account of the discrete pattern of random sequences and noise in the medical data set, finite analysis interval and informativity of the derivatives of the parameters used. The occurrence of cardiovascular catastrophes showed circaseptidian rhythms whose level depended on the above three factors. The results obtained are discussed with respect to possible synchronization and desynchronization of endogenous biorhythms by time cues, relating them to the mechanism of human adaptation to the environment.